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Abstract

Two computational procedures have been developed in the commercial finite
element (FE) software codes Sysweld and Abaqus to analyse and predict the
residual stress state after the repair of small weld defects in thin structural
components. The numerical models allow the effects of the repair to be studied
when a pre-existing residual stress field is present in the fabricated part and
cannot be relieved by a thermal treatment.

In this work the modelling strategies are presented and tested by simulating
a repair of longitudinal welds in thin sheets of Inconel 718 (IN718). Although
the numerical strategies in the two codes are intrinsically different, the results
show a significant agreement, predicting a notable effect imposed by the initial
residual stress.

Keywords: Finite element modelling; Weld repair; Residual stress; Abaqus;
Sysweld

1 Introduction

Weld repair is a common operation adopted to restore weld integrity when
defects like cracks, porosity, voids are detected by means of non-destructive
test, as a faulty weld can cause the fabricated parts to be discarded. In-service
components may also require repair because damage such as fatigue cracks may
be found during maintenance inspections. The repair process usually consists
of initially removing the defect or damage with a machining procedure and
then filling the groove with a second welding process. Heat treatments may be
adopted to relieve the initial residual stress and prepare the microstructure of the
weld affected area for the repair, but this is not always feasible as undesirable
secondary effects may arise in the base material, such as grain coarsening in
IN718 [1]. If no preliminary heat treatment can be used, the repair procedure
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is carried out in an area with a pre-existing stress that may have an effect on
the final residual stress distribution.

The methodology for simulating a generic fusion welding process is well es-
tablished with a significant amount of works available in the literature. Based
on the FE analysis, the numerical approach is a powerful and well-proven tool
for predicting the macro-scale effects of both arc and beam welding processes.
The applicability of the numerical predictions is also recognized in different in-
dustrial fields, although here the main concern is to reduce computational costs
associated with the analysis of large geometries while keeping an acceptable level
of accuracy in the predictions. An excellent review of the numerical approach
is from Lindgren [2]. Less attention has been focused on the simulation of weld
repair, particularly on the effects of pre-existing stresses in structural compo-
nents where a weld repair is needed. The main volume of research in this area
is related to either aged or deteriorated materials in the nuclear, petrochemical
or power industries. Thick pipes are the most common geometries analysed due
to their large usage in these sectors.

For the case of multi-pass butt welding of thick-walled pipes, first Brickstad
and Josefson [3], later followed by Deng and Murakawa [4], and then Yaghi et
al. [5], demonstrated the applicability of axisymmetric FE models to predict
residual macro-stresses in pipes made from different materials, significantly re-
ducing time for the analyses to be carried out. However for a repair case not
involving complete circumferential material removal and re-welding, a higher
computational cost, due to the requirement of a full 3D model, is almost in-
evitable to provide meaningful results. This approach was taken by Feng et al.
[6] who obtained useful information in order to assess the fatigue life of a re-
paired pipe joint, particularly at the weld-end region which is a critical area for
crack initiation, and was recommended due to the strong spatial dependency of
transverse and in-plane shear stresses along the weld direction. Dong et al. [7]
also analysed residual stress in pipe weld repair and concluded that simplified
2D cross-section axisymmetric models with applied restraint conditions can be
used to capture the general stress field at a specific point along the length of a
repair, but they recommended great care with the boundary conditions, which
must be carefully assigned. In the model they presented, the displacements
at the boundaries were obtained by means of a 3D shell model: a preliminary
analysis was then conducted with the aim of preparing and adjusting the cross-
section model. They found some invariant features associated with finite length
weld repair regardless of the component geometry and materials, highlighting
the sharp transition from tensile into compression beyond the ends of the repair
and the strong variability in the transverse residual stress associated with the
repair length. Conclusions from Brown et al. [8] are in agreement with Feng
and Dong. they considered the axisymmetric simulations only as a tool to get
an indication of the residual stress in the transverse direction. Bouchard et
al. [9] carried out experimental analyses on 20◦ and 62◦ arc-length repair in a
stainless steel thick pipe, axially offset from the original girth weld central line,
identifying a characteristic shape for axial and hoop through-wall residual stress
profiles in the weld heat-affected zone (HAZ) adjacent to the repairs. Elcoate
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et al. [10] produced numerical models for the experimental test cases studied
by Bouchard and were able to get an overall agreement between measurements
and prediction with a simplified block-dumped approach: the entire length of a
weld pass was supposed to be deposed simultaneously, neglecting the real pro-
gression in weld metal deposition. To further reduce the computational cost,
they defined a FE model with a relatively coarse mesh in the area of the heat
source pass, an uncommon choice for work of this kind as a fine mesh should be
used here in order to better approximate the weld pool shape and simulate the
steepest temperature gradients [11]. Comparisons appeared less satisfactory at
mid-length and the end of the long repair. Residual stresses associated with
the original girth weld were not represented in any of their FE models because
they judged the predicted stresses close to the repair relatively unaffected by
the prior stress field. A different geometry was examined by Jiang et al. [12, 13]
who considered the effects of the repair weld of a flat stainless steel clad thick
plate. Simulating the repair as a multi-pass weld with material deposition and
assuming a virgin state as the initial condition for the plate, they highlighted
some correlations between the residual stress distribution, repair length, welding
heat input and number of layers. Despite the different geometry, they found a
great effect imposed by the repair length on the transverse stress distribution in
agreement with findings from Dong [7]. They showed that increasing the repair
length or the heat input caused the transverse stress to decrease, while a little
effect was predicted on the longitudinal distribution. Also when the groove was
filled with more layers, both the longitudinal and transverse residual stresses
appeared to be decreased.

In the research mentioned above, the common strategy for predicting the
residual stress caused by the repair procedure with FE analysis consists of
treating it as a new weld: any existing residual stress due to the history of
the components is assumed to be zero in the numerical models, although there
is no clear evidence in the literature that the approximation can always be safely
accepted, particularly when the repair is carried out immediately after a faulty
joining process. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the only work contrary
to this approach is from Dong et al. [14]. While studying weld repair in the case
of pipe geometries, they concluded that the pre-existing original weld stresses
had a very little effect on the repair residual stress characteristics predicted from
their numerical model. They highlighted that the effect might not be equiva-
lent if the repair depth is different from the one they considered, or if the repair
welds are located near the weld start/end positions, which they did not consider
because the initial stress field was mapped from an axisymmetric simulation into
the 3D model. A more recent work from Deng and Kiyoshima [15] has shown
the effect of an initial special heat treatment on the final residual stress induced
by a laser weld in a pipe. Although the authors did not investigate a repair but a
fabrication weld, they recommended to carefully consider any other fabrication
process, besides the welding, which potentially introduces residual stresses into
a component, if the interest is to accurately predict the final stress state.

This study presents two modelling strategies developed in two commercial
FE codes, the specialized welding modelling software Sysweld and general FE
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package Abaqus, for the prediction of residual stress in weld repair of thin struc-
tural components when the procedure is applied to correct defects caused by
the manufacturing phase or damage due to the operative life. While Sysweld is
designed to perform welding simulations with inbuilt special functions, a gen-
eral FE code requires programming of specific subroutines in order to perform
numerical simulations of welding processes. The choice of using a second FE
code, like Abaqus, allowed the authors to benchmark the work conducted with
Sysweld. In both the numerical strategies, the pre-existing weld residual stresses
are not neglected and the models provide the opportunity to investigate both
the effect of the repair on the original residual stress and vice-versa. The ap-
proaches are tested using the simulation of a repair of a bead-on-plate weld of
an IN718 thin sheet. The details of, and associated experimental data for, the
original weld (assumed to be flawed) are taken from the study of Dye et al.
[16]. The experimental data have been used to validate the predictions from
both the thermal and mechanical analyses performed in both of FE codes, in
terms of temperature and residual stresses, for the original weld. The predicted
macro-stresses from the repair modelling approach developed in each FE soft-
ware are presented and compared in terms of fields and along specific paths of
interest. The effects of neglecting the initial weld in the modelling of the repair
process are also shown. Further applications of the models and benefits of the
approaches are discussed.

2 Methodology

When a weld exhibits a localized defect, the repair process consists of removing a
sufficient volume of material around it with a machining process, such as milling
or partial milling, creating an excavation that is then refilled with a subsequent
welding process with filler deposition. If the defect being repaired is small, only
a small volume of material is removed, and the remaining part of the fabricated
structure retains a residual stress state determined by the original weld. In the
present work it is assumed that the potential defect has a negligible effect on
the residual stress distribution caused by the initial weld. In this section the
repair test case and the computational strategies are presented.

2.1 Case study

A tungsten-inert gas welding (TIG) is used to fabricate bead-on-plate in a 2
mm thick sheet. The thin plate is 200 mm long and 100 mm wide. The weld is
180 mm long, with start/end located at 10 mm from the sheet edges as shown
in Fig. 1a. The process is autogenous, i.e. without filler, with the parameters
shown in Table 1.

As the TIG apparatus employs a square-wave d.c., the welding power is
computed considering the root mean square values of the current and the torch
potential, resulting in approximately 580 W. Consequently the heat input is
about 360 J/mm. The material is IN718 (chemical composition in Table 2) in the
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Table 1: Summary of welding parameters.

Velocity 1.59 mm s−1

Peak current 80 A
Base current 40 A
Frequency 2 Hz
Pct cycle at peak current 60
Torch-work potential 9 V

Table 2: Nominal chemical composition of IN718 (in wt%)

Ni Cr Nb Mo Ti Al Co Mn

50.0-
55.0

17.0-
21.0

4.75-
5.50

2.80-
3.30

0.65-
1.15

0.20-
0.80

1.0 0.35

Si Cu Ta C B
0.35 0.30 0.05 0.08 0.006

solution-heat-treated condition, the condition which the nickel-based superalloy
is generally welded in.

As a small defect is assumed to exist at the boundary of the HAZ and
the fusion zone, the repair procedure is defined as follows. The defective part is
removed creating a rectangular slot, 40 x 6 mm, 1 mm deep across the thickness,
located as shown in Fig. 1b, with one side exactly on the weld central line of
the initial weld. The slot is refilled with a single TIG weld pass, with filler
deposition. For convenience, the process is assumed to be equivalent to the
initial weld, but the welding power is set to 680 W, chosen using the FE thermal
analyses to ensure the filler material will reach the melting temperature during
the deposition process. The path for the second weld starts 10 mm ahead of the
slot (Fig 1c). The distance between the two weld central lines is 3 mm. The
plate is unclampled during both the weld and repair process.

2.2 Theoretical background

In this section the theoretical basis of computational welding mechanics for a
fusion joining process is briefly presented. As the amount of heat generated by
the mechanical deformation of the material is negligible compared to the heat
from the arc or beam, a sequentially coupled analysis is generally adopted. This
consists of an initial thermal analysis to predict the thermal field imposed by
the welding process into the fabricated structure, and solving the equation that
governs the heat flow:

k

(
∂2T

∂x2

)
+ k

(
∂2T

∂y2

)
+ k

(
∂2T

∂z2

)
+G = ρC

∂T

∂t
(1)

where k, T , G, ρ, and C are the thermal conductivity, temperature, rate of
internal heat generation, density, and specific heat capacity, respectively. Eq. 1
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(a) Bead-on-plate weld.

(b) Machining.

(c) Slot re-filling.

Figure 1: Sequence of the simulated process. Weld paths in red. All measurements in mm.
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can be modified to take into account the latent heat of fusion/solidification and
possible solid-phase transformations, but both the effects are not modelled in
the present model. Coupled with initial and boundary conditions, it is solved
by means of FE analysis. The predicted thermal field is then transferred as
an input into the mechanical model. As the inertia effects are negligible, the
process is considered quasi-static. The equilibrium equation is simply given by:

{σ}+ {f} = {0} (2)

where {σ} is the stress vector representing the internal force that balances
{f}, vector of the external forces. The stress tensor is assumed to be symmet-
rical, i.e. σij = σji. Stress-strain relations are expressed as in Eqs. 3:

{dσ} = [Dep]{dε} − [Cth]{dT} (3a)

[Dep] = [De] + [Dp] (3b)

where [De], [Dp], [Cth] are the elastic, plastic and thermal stiffness matrix,
while {dσ}, {dε} and {dT} are respectively the stress, strain and temperature
increments. Again the problem is numerically solved by means of FE analysis.

2.3 Computational models

The computational models were implemented in the commercial FE codes,
Abaqus and Sysweld, made up of three macro-steps as shown in Fig. 2:

The first step is a sequentially coupled thermo-mechanical analysis that im-
poses the initial stress state for the subsequent repair model. The second and
third steps are part of the repair modelling strategies discussed in detail in sec-
tions 2.7 and 2.8. The element deactivation is purely mechanical and involves
the computation of a new equilibrium condition to accommodate the material
removal. The final step is, again, a sequentially coupled thermo-mechanical
analysis that includes the simulation of filler deposition. The significance of
the original weld residual stress distribution was also investigated by repeating
the foregoing modelling procedure but leaving out the first sequentially coupled
analysis.

To solve both thermal and mechanical non-linear problems, a numerical
integration scheme is needed. In Sysweld the default quasi-Newton Broyden-
Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm was adopted, while in Abaqus,
the full Newton scheme was selected. An integration time of 0.63 seconds,
equivalent to a travel distance of one element length, was chosen for the heating
phases of the thermal analyses. This was then set to automatic for the cooling
phases. The mechanical steps were run with automatic time incrementation
with a maximum time increment of 0.63 seconds. In the element deactivation
step, this was reduced to 0.1 seconds, chosen by a trial/error approach to ensure
convergence of the solution. Non-linear geometric effects were included in all
the mechanical analyses, as displacements are large due to the sheet being thin
and the clamped-free state during both the welding and repair processes.
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Figure 2: Outline of the modelling strategy.

2.4 Mesh design

Figure 3: Cell used to make up the full meshes.

A view of the cell used to make up the full mesh is shown in Fig. 3. Two
different mesh transition rules were adopted to increase the element size, both in-
plane and across the thickness with the aim of reducing the computational cost.
In proximity of the weld centreline, the element size is 1 x 1 x 0.25 mm in order to
accurately simulate the weld pool shape and the steepest temperature gradients
close to the torch pass, whilst in the far field this is 2.5 x 2.5 x 1 mm, with
gradual increase of element size [16]. It was not possible to further reduce the
computational cost by considering the geometrical symmetry since the supposed
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repair procedure was not symmetrical. The entire mesh contains 30560 elements
and 40605 nodes and was used to solve the thermal and mechanical problems. 8-
node linear heat transfer brick and 8-node linear brick elements were selected in
both Abaqus and Sysweld for the thermal and mechanical analyses, respectively.

2.5 Material model

The thermal and mechanical properties for IN718 were defined as temperature
dependent as in Dye et al. [16] shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6. The Poisson’s
ratio was taken to be 0.33 (temperature independent). To account for heat
transfer due to fluid flow in the weld pool, the thermal conductivity was almost
tripled for temperatures above the material solidus temperature (1260◦C). This
assumption is not necessary using Sysweld as the software sets the selected
melting value as cut-off temperature when transferring the predicted thermal
field into the mechanical model. In other words, the maximum temperature
perceived from the mechanical model is the chosen melting value. This was set
to 1240◦C (slightly lower than the solidus temperature as in [16]). The release
of latent heat during solidification was not accounted for.

Figure 4: Specific heat and thermal expansion coefficient.

As no solid-state phase transformation occurs in the base material, the total
strain is decomposed as follows:
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Figure 5: Thermal conductivity and density.

ε = εe + εp + εth (4)

where the three components on the right hand side of Eq. 4 are the elastic,
plastic and thermal strains, respectively. The elastic strain was modelled with
the isotropic Hooke’s law, while yielding was defined using the von Mises crite-
rion. A rate-independent model with a linear isotropic hardening behaviour was
assumed for the plastic material properties. The thermal strain is computed by
means of the temperature-dependent mean expansion coefficient.

The default mechanical treatment of the weld pool was selected in the two
software. The annealing option in Abaqus resets the equivalent plastic strain
(εpeq) when the temperature of the material point is greater than the selected
annealing value. If the temperature falls below the annealing temperature,
plastic strain is accumulated again. In Sysweld the fusion option zeroes the
total strain when the temperature exceeds the selected value.

2.6 Thermal and mechanical boundary conditions

The boundary conditions presented in this section refer to all the thermal and
mechanical analyses, unless differently specified. The environment and initial
temperature of the sheet were both set to 20◦C. Convection and radiation effects
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Figure 6: Young’s modulus and yield stress.

were both included as heat loss mechanisms with Newton and Stefan-Boltzmann
laws, respectively. The second effect dominates at higher temperatures near and
in the weld zone, while the first effect is more relevant for lower temperatures
away from the weld zone. The convective and emissivity coefficients were set to
25 W/m2 and 0.8 respectively [17].

Several heat source models may be found in the literature to catch the weld
pool shape and properly simulate the weld heating for different fusion welding
processes. The double ellipsoid developed by Goldak et al. [11] is a common
choice for TIG. However as thickness of the sheet is small in this case, a 2D
Gaussian distribution of the heat power gives a good approximation of the
heating process and is also preferred due to the reduced number of parameters
to be selected. The power Q is distributed as:

Q = Q0e

−
(x)2 + (y − v · t)2

r20


(5)

where v, t, r0 and Q0 are the welding velocity, integration time step, Gaus-
sian radius and effective power given in input from the welding torch, respec-
tively. The last must be computed by multiplying the welding power by the
arc efficiency η. This can assume a value in a wide range for a TIG process
(0.36 to 0.90), as it depends on several factors (material, arc length and torch
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velocity) [18]. While the welding power was set to 560 and 680 W for the weld
and repair thermal analyses, r0 and η were respectively set to 4 mm and 0.7
with a trial/error approach to ensure that the thermal predictions for the ini-
tial weld were in good agreement with the experimental observations, using a
combination of two approaches: thermal histories and weld pool shape compar-
ison between predictions and experimental tests. Same values for r0 and η were
maintained for the repair weld as well.

It is worth highlighting that the dimension of Q in Eq. 5 depends on the
FE code used, as Sysweld requires a power (W) [19], while Abaqus expects a
power density, W/[L2] when the heat is applied onto a surface, as in this case,
and W/[L3] if the heat is applied in a volume [20]. As large differences in the
thermal predictions are reflected in the mechanical results, a check on the heat
flux (W/[L2]), both in the magnitude and the distribution, was used to ensure
that the heat given in input in the two FE codes was consistent.

Figure 7: Location of the nodes for the mechanical constraints.

Constraints were applied in the mechanical analyses only to prevent rigid
body motions as the sheet was free to deform during the whole process. An
artificial boundary condition was imposed as follows (Fig. 7):

• node A constrained along X,Y,Z

• node B constrained along Y,Z

• node C constrained along Z

2.7 Repair modelling in Abaqus

The numerical strategy of element deactivation, also known as “element-death”
[21] was used in the mechanical model to simulate the machining process that
removes the defect and creates the slot. The effect was achieved by using the
“model change” module of Abaqus [20]. This approach has already been used
by Dong et al. in [7] to simulate the creation of a groove for the repair of a pipe
using a 3D shell model. The dead status (model change → remove) is achieved
by removing the forces that the elements being removed exert on the rest of
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the model. These are gradually ramped down to zero during the removal step,
to ensure the new equilibrium condition is smoothly recomputed in the rest of
the model, and the solution converges. Elements remain inactive in subsequent
steps unless the user changes their status. Internal forces associated with them
are removed from the results because they are not considered in the computa-
tion process by the software, starting from the beginning of the step in which
they are deactivated. This is advantageous from a computational point of view,
particularly when the area deactivated is relatively large (many elements), but
it can also cause issues when elements need to be reactivated in the subsequent
phase. The deactivation effect imposes a new equilibrium condition, causing
both a redistribution and potentially a release in the residual stress field, de-
pendent on the extent and the location of the part deactivated. Although the
residual stress in proximity of the deactivated area may not be a good represen-
tation of the actual one caused by the physical removal process, the simplified
numerical strategy can still be adopted, based on the assumption that the effect
on the local residual stress field is dominated by the subsequent refilling welding
process. A new sequentially coupled analysis was then carried out to simulate
the effects of the slot refilling. Dead elements in the slot were reactivated (model
change → add) in a “reset” status (i.e. zero stress, strain & plastic strain) in
order to simulate the filler deposition. If all of them were reactivated at the
same time, they would have the material properties assigned as in the initial
weld simulation. When the heat source approaches them, the part of material
in front of it would react both in the thermal and mechanical analyses, although
it is not physical existent yet. However, when the heat source moves along the
welding path, the material in front of it has less influence on the thermal field
than the one behind it, because the heat flow in the welding direction is slower
than the weld speed. Therefore, the material deposition can be ignored in the
thermal analysis [22]. Also, from the authors’ experience, the reactivation pro-
cedure in the thermal analysis causes instabilities in the predicted temperature
histories because the code imposes a ramping for the material thermal conduc-
tivity from a zero value to the actual one. Unless elements are made thermally
active slightly ahead of the torch, the simulated weld pool will not be stable,
showing sudden drops and increases in temperature. As there are no relevant
differences in the predicted thermal fields using this approach or avoiding the
elements deactivation/reactivation, it is recommended to ignore the actual ma-
terial deposition in the thermal analysis, significantly saving time in the model
preparation.

A sequential reactivation of elements in the slot, grouped into pre-defined
sets, was coded in the mechanical step in order to simulate the deposition effect.
Fig. 8 shows the reactivation of a set in terms of the von Mises stress and weld
pool position in the corresponding thermal frame. A new analysis step was
created for each set being reactivated, making the model preparation repetitive
and prone to mistakes. Hence a python script was used to automate the step
definition process in Abaqus.

Each element set must be reactivated when entirely at the melting tem-
perature, imposing a proper synchronization between the reactivation and the
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Figure 8: Filler deposition procedure in Abaqus.

predicted thermal history: this ensures that the stress-free elements will give the
appropriate mechanical contribution in the model as soon as their temperature
falls below the annealing value, 1240◦C in this case. Since the software does not
perform any calculation for deactivated elements, the strategy is equivalent to
the so-called “inactive element” approach described by Lindgren and Hedblom
[23], one of the two possible procedures used in the literature to simulate ma-
terial deposition in FE analysis. The main issue was already discussed in the
mentioned work: nodes of the removed elements remain at the location occupied
at the time of deactivation, causing their new configuration (when reactivated)
to be significantly different from the one specified when defining the initial FE
model, particularly in large-displacement analysis. This could negatively affect
the quality of the results or totally prevent convergence of the solution. The
easiest way to bypass the problem was found in defining a duplicate set of ele-
ments on top of the removed ones, whose material properties did not influence
the solution [20]. These duplicate elements only provide a means of updating
the position of the nodes of the removed elements when they are deactivated.

2.8 Repair modelling in Sysweld

In Sysweld the dead status for elements in the slot was achieved by employing
the coded status function, which can assume two values: 1 or -1 to specify that
an element is respectively active or inactive [19]. The effect is equivalent to the
model change module of Abaqus where internal forces associated with deacti-
vated elements are equally zeroed. However in the post-deactivation analysis
phases, these are treated differently as Sysweld still considers them, multiply-
ing their material properties by a severe reduction factor, making the strategy
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equivalent to the so-called “quiet element” approach described by Lindgren and
Hedblom [23] as an alternative numerical strategy to simulate material depo-
sition in FE analysis where, the not yet deposited filler is considered in the
computation process. Although zeroed out of the load vector, stress associated
with deactivated elements still appears in element-load lists.

As the deposition effect in the thermal analysis showed analogous issues as
described in the previous section (unstable temperature in the weld pool with
non-physical drops and increases), it was also neglected in the Sysweld analysis.
In this case the software only applies the reduction factor on the mechanical
material properties. After the original residual stress was introduced into the
model by means of the initial sequentially coupled analysis, the status function
for elements in the slot was shifted from 1 to -1, which imposes a new equilibrium
condition that accommodates the stiffness reduction of deactivated elements.
The same problem, as discussed in the previous section, had to be considered:
elements in the slot cannot be reactivated, all at the same time, by simply re-
shifting the status function value. This is because, elements in front of the torch
would give a mechanical contribution when that area is not physically existent
yet.

Figure 9: Evolution of material properties for elements in the slot.

To solve this issue, material properties for elements in the slot were defined so
that, when reactivated, they continued to have a very low stiffness. Their status
is identified as air-phase. Although the deposition effect was neglected in the
thermal step, a metallurgical model, coded in the software, was coupled with the
thermal one to simulate an artificial material phase change, i.e. when the heat
source passes, the model converts the air-phase into parent-phase material, a
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phase defined with the mechanical properties shown in section 2.5. The diagram
in Fig. 9 shows the evolution of material properties for elements in the slot based
on the current analysis step.

Figure 10: Filler deposition procedure in Sysweld.

Fig. 10 shows the elements reactivated as air-phase, representing the not
yet deposited filler, and their conversion into parent-phase while the heat source
approaches and passes on them. In the mechanical analysis this ensured that
the material being deposited was numerically treated as air when ahead of the
torch, soft-solid when the torch was on it, and solid after the torch pass.

3 Results

3.1 Results of thermal analyses

The measured thermal histories are compared with the predicted ones in Fig.
11, at 6, 8 and 10 mm from the weld central line on the sheet top surface. The
positive and negative gradients in trends of temperature are a clear effect of the
heat source pass and cooling down. The FE codes accurately predict the steep
gradients in the trends due to the torch approaching and also, the maximum
temperature at each location agrees reasonably well with the experiment. The
highest peak clearly occurs at the shortest distance from the weld centreline.
However the predictions show a higher cooling rate than the experimental re-
sults, with the numerical models reaching the environmental temperature in
less time. Fig. 12 shows a comparison between the fusion zone from the experi-
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ment and FE predictions from the models in the two software codes. The small
difference in temperatures between the two software codes (30◦C maximum)
causes the weld pool predicted in Abaqus to appear slightly wider than the one
in Sysweld, but the shapes are equivalent. It is evident from the experimen-
tal macrograph that the welding process caused the material to entirely melt
through the thickness. The numerical heat source selected for the modelling
was suitable to predict this effect. For the sake of completeness, in Fig. 13
the predicted thermal histories are shown in the case of the repair weld at a
distance of 6, 8 and 10 mm from the weld path on the sheet top surface. Again
a very good agreement is visible in the numerical results, confirming that the
two software codes compute very similar thermal fields when consistent heat
powers are assigned as an input. As expected, maximum temperatures at each
location are higher than the corresponding ones from the previous analysis, as
the effective weld power was increased to ensure the filler melted.

Figure 11: Initial weld: measured and predicted thermal cycles at 6, 8 and 10 mm from the
weld center line at approximately the mid-length of the weld.
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Figure 12: Real [16] and predicted weld pool shape from the FE codes.

3.2 Results of mechanical analyses

Figs. 14 and 15 show the evolution of the strains and thermal histories in a node
from the weld pool, with the aim of presenting the different treatment of the weld
fusion zone imposed by the FE codes. For clarity, only the strain component
in the weld direction is shown. The cut-off effect imposed by Sysweld in the
temperature history, when transferred into the mechanical model, is noticeable
in the constant value of 1240◦C between 55 and 60 s (when the node is in the weld
pool). Conversely, the temperature that Abaqus transfers into the mechanical
model reaches a peak in the same time frame. When the temperature reaches
the melting value, Sysweld zeroes all the strain components, whatever the value
is immediately before. In Abaqus, although εpeq is the only strain component
zeroed, the effect is still visible on the total strain as a sudden drop. However,
the plastic strain is not totally reset, causing both εp and consequently ε to be
similar in trend but significantly different in magnitude when the node cools
down. Disregarding the zeroing in the highlighted time frame, both the elastic
and thermal strain histories present comparable trends.

Four paths were selected to compare the residual stress: paths 1 and 3 are
located at the start and end of the repair slot as shown in Fig. 16, path 2 is
located in the middle of the repair and path 2’ (not visible in Fig.) is parallel
to path 2 but located at half thickness where residual stress measurements
were taken. Longitudinal and transverse stresses are compared with neutron
diffraction measurements along path 2’ in Figs. 17 and 18 after the bead-on-
plate weld. The experimental measurements show trends and magnitudes which
are well correlated with the numerical results. The longitudinal stress presents
a typical distribution for welded structures, with a tensile area close to the weld
path that becomes compressive moving towards the sheet edges. Less correlation
is found in the compressive region, while this occurs close to the weld path area
for transverse stress distribution.

Figs. 19 and 20 show the longitudinal and transverse residual stress along
paths 1, 2 and 3 after the simulated repair procedure. Although these show
some disparities in terms of magnitude, trends predicted from the two software
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Figure 13: Repairing weld: measured and predicted thermal cycles at 6, 8 and 10 mm from
the weld center line at approximately the mid-length of the weld.

codes are in good agreement, with the highest and lowest peaks at the same lo-
cations. The region surrounding the refilled slot shows the highest longitudinal
tensile stress, with the highest peaks occurring in the area that corresponds to
the initial weld. As for the initial weld, the peaks are due to the annealing effect
in Abaqus (fusion temperature option in Sysweld), occurring where the temper-
ature reaches 1240◦C. In proximity of the slot refilled, the longitudinal residual
stress appears relatively less invariant in the weld direction than the transverse
stress. This, conversely, shows a complex and highly variable distribution. In
both cases the distributions are totally tensile along the paths considered. Also
the longitudinal stress is still more important than the transverse stress, in terms
of magnitude.

The effect of neglecting the original weld is presented in terms of the longitu-
dinal stress along path 2 in Fig. 21. Ignoring the difference in magnitude in the
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Figure 14: Thermal and strains histories in a point in the weld pool. Abaqus (solid line)
Sysweld (dashed line).

predictions from the two FE codes, the comparison shows an underestimation
in the maximum longitudinal residual stress when the pre-existing stress field is
neglected. The peak occurring in the HAZ of the initial weld is approximately
100 MPa lower both in the Abaqus and Sysweld results. The distributions are
both tensile close to the refilled slot, but the disparity tends to be marked,
moving to the sheet edges where signs of the stress become opposite, i.e. com-
pressive when the initial stress is neglected, tensile when it is not. Although
the distribution after the repair in Fig. 21 may suggest there is not equilibrium
along path 2, the cross section in Fig. 22 shows that the longitudinal stress is
self-equilibrated, both after the initial and repair weld, highlighting tensile and
compressive areas.

Similar distributions for the predicted residual stress after the original weld,
the simulated repair procedure and neglecting the pre-existing stress are also
noticeable in Fig. 23 and 24, which show the longitudinal and transverse stress
fields on the sheet top surface. The distributions highlight that the FE codes
predict the highest tensile and the lowest compressive areas in the same loca-
tions. The comparison is reasonably good for the longitudinal stress, while the
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Figure 15: Thermal and strains histories in a point in the weld pool. Abaqus (solid line)
Sysweld (dashed line).

tensile transverse stress appears slightly different, particularly after the repair
and neglecting the original stress. Despite some disparities, the characteristic
transition from tensile into compressive at the start/end weld is still clear and
predicted from both Abaqus and Sysweld. Finally, a significant redistribution
of the initial stress is notable from the presented results. Also, both the pre-
dicted stress distributions appear significantly different when the original stress
is neglected.

4 Discussion

In order to present a proper comparison of the developed repair modelling
strategies, the initial sequentially coupled analyses were carefully conducted
and checked to ensure that the initial states predicted from the two FE codes
were sufficiently comparable. Although one may conclude that the two software
codes agree reasonably well in the simulation of a fusion welding process, small
discrepancies are visible, particularly in the stress fields, and are a possible ef-
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Figure 16: Location of reference paths.

fect of the different mechanical treatments of the weld fusion zone, as Sysweld
zeroes the total strain when the temperature exceeds the selected melting value,
while Abaqus only zeroes the equivalent plastic strain.

Numerical results from the two codes show a very good correlation both in
terms of thermal histories and the weld pool shape, with Abaqus predicting
a slightly higher temperature than Sysweld, in agreement with findings from
Deshpande et al. [17]. A possible explanation for the different predicted and
measured cooling rates can be found in the heat loss mechanisms. These were
numerically imposed on all the sheet surfaces, while in the experimental test,
the plate was partially insulated from the jig using a graphite backing plate.
Therefore, the model predicts a faster cooling rate than the real case, and also
causes the predicted fusion zone to have a slightly different shape from the real
one. This possibly affects the mechanical results as well, producing some visible
incongruities when compared to the neutron diffraction measurements. The
simulation of the partial heat loss due to the conduction between the IN718
sheet and the graphite backing plate could improve the agreement between
predictions and experimental results. However, as the main aim of the work
was to present the weld repair modelling strategies, the predicted stress fields
for the original weld were judged to be sufficiently accurate to be uses as initial
conditions in the FE models.

The repair modelling strategies, summarized in Table 3, predict very com-
parable distributions for the longitudinal and transverse stress. The differences
are believed to be mainly due to a combination of three distinct effects:

• small differences in the initial stress;

• treatments of the weld pool imposed by the two software codes;

• intrinsic differences in the implementation of the weld repair models.

The second point is related to the simulation of a generic fusion welding pro-
cess conducted in the two FE codes, as previously highlighted. While Sysweld
applies a cut-off on the temperature when transferring the thermal histories
into the mechanical model and zeroes the total strain, resetting all the strain
components when the fusion temperature is reached in a node, Abaqus does not
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Figure 17: Longitudinal residual stress after initial weld along path 2’.

limit the maximum temperature and only resets the equivalent plastic strain,
leaving the other components unaffected. The third point mainly concerns the
procedure adopted to simulate the material deposition. In the groove filling
step, Abaqus does not consider the not yet deposited filler in the mechanical
computation process when it is not physically existent, while Sysweld does, con-
sidering those elements with a reduced stiffness. In the case of Abaqus, elements
simulating the filler do not give any mechanical contribution in the model till
they are deposited (becoming mechanically active again). In the case of Sysweld
they give a mechanical contribution and exert an effect on the surrounding ma-
terial even when they are not physically existent yet. This certainly causes the
strain and, consequently, stress histories to have a different evolution in the two
FE models during the heating phase of the groove refilling step, that is clearly
reflected in the final state when the sheet cools down.

However, trends and fields of the transverse stress show features which per-
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Figure 18: Transverse residual stress after initial weld along path 2’.

fectly agree with the findings by Dong et al. [7, 24] i.e. the increased magnitude
compared to the initial one and the sharp fall from tensile into compression
beyond the ends of the repair. Also the relative uniformity of the longitudinal
stress along the repair weld direction, with highly tensile peaks near the refilled
slot caused by the strong restraint imposed by the surrounding material were
also discussed in the same works.

Contrary to findings presented in [14], the pre-existing stress plays a signif-
icant role in the final distribution for the test case analysed. This could be an
effect of the different geometry analysed (flat plate rather than pipe) or the dif-
ferent repair area, located in the HAZ of the initial weld rather than centred on
the weld line itself. Therefore, the repair imposes a thermal cycle that creates
an asymmetric condition into an initial symmetric stress distribution. While in
[15] it was shown that a constant stress into a pipe, due to a preliminary special
heat treatment, imposes an effect on the residual stress distribution only at a
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Figure 19: Longitudinal residual stress after repair procedure. Abaqus (solid line) Sysweld
(dashed line).

certain distance from the fabrication weld, in the present work, the original weld
stress appears to have an effect both on the repaired and, more evidently, the
non-repaired area.

The advanced tools available in the adopted commercial FE software codes
enable the user to bypass the FE analysis limitation of creating elements within
a simulation. The same set of elements is used in different steps of the analysis
with distinct roles, by resetting the element status when necessary. This extends
the applicability of the modelling strategies to all the possible cases of repairing
weld, where an important residual stress is already present in the component
and its effect is not predictable. Repair of small defects in as-cast components
is a possible example. The sequentially coupled analysis used to simulate the
effects of initial weld in this work should be replaced by the relevant analysis,
in order to set the correct initial condition in the repair model. The approaches
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Figure 20: Transverse residual stress after repair procedure. Abaqus (solid line) Sysweld
(dashed line).

could be also applied to predict the effect of standardised repair procedures
and, potentially, to improve them in order to determine a lowered final residual
stress state, by analysing the effect of different weld parameters. This perfectly
adheres to the emerging idea of green welds, that promotes the avoidance of
heat treatments. Also the models can certainly be a valid tool to investigate
the assumption of neglecting the history, and therefore the stress field present
in the component before repair, still obtaining conservative predictions.

5 Conclusions

• The simulation of the TIG welding process as conducted by Dye et al.
[16] was carried out using the commercial FE codes, Abaqus and Sysweld
with the aim of introducing an experimentally validated initial state into
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Figure 21: Effect of the initial residual stress on the longitudinal stress. Abaqus (solid line)
Sysweld (dashed line).

the numerical models. Despite the differences in the way the two software
codes model some aspects of the process, predictions are in good agree-
ment. A good correlation is also found with the available experimental
data, both in terms of thermal histories and residual stresses, confirming
that both the FE software codes can be used to predict useful data for the
analysis of fatigue life and structural integrity of fabricated thin welded
components.

• Two modelling strategies were developed in the adopted FE software codes
in order to simulate the residual stress state due to the repair of small weld
defects or damages in thin structural components. Although in the present
work, the models were tested by simulating a repair of a longitudinal weld
in thin sheets of Inconel 718, the modelling strategies are generic. The
approaches can be used to investigate the effects of weld repairs in case
of different geometries (structural components and/or excavation shape),
materials, welding procedures and/or welding parameters. Also, the appli-
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Figure 22: Longitudinal residual stress before and after repair procedure. Cross section at
path 2 (Abaqus).

Table 3: Overview of the weld repair FE models in Abaqus and Sysweld.

Physical step Abaqus Sysweld

Machining model change - remove status function -1
Slot refilling model change - add

synchronized with heat
source pass

status function 1
combined with artificial
kinetic law

cability of the models includes all the possible cases of weld repair, where
an important residual stress is already present in the component and its
effect on the final stress distribution is not predictable.

• The predictions in terms of residual stress for the repair case study are
relatively well-correlated, despite the methodologies using different nu-
merical approaches to simulate the physical sequence of the process. The
models show a significant redistribution of the initial stress caused by the
repair procedure, clearly visible in the presented stress fields. Noticeable
features in the numerical results are consistent with findings from previous
work in the field of weld repair.

• The numerical models predict different residual stress distributions whether
the pre-existing stress is neglected or not. In detail, the simulation of the
repair as a new weld, i.e. neglecting the pre-existing stress, appears not to
be conservative for the longitudinal tensile stress. However, it should be
pointed out that the present results are based on the case study analysed.

• In the case of a weld repair, the most common scenario consists of a
component with a pre-existing stress history. In view of the results shown
in the present work, findings and recommendations from other works in the
literature, the question of whether to neglect pre-existing stresses should
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(a) After bead-on-plate weld.

(b) After repair procedure.

(c) Neglecting the initial residual stress.

Figure 23: Longitudinal Residual Stress from Abaqus (left) and Sysweld (right).

be carefully considered, if the interest is to predict a realistic final stress
state.
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(a) After bead-on-plate weld.

(b) After repair procedure.

(c) Neglecting the initial residual stress.
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